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Introduction
One of the axioms in the air transportation industry is that advances
in technology have led to a greater amount of passenger travel by air. Im-
provements in airframe and engine design have increased range, speed and
payload and have decreased seat-mile costs (in constant dollars), while
simultaneously introducing more comfortable and safer travel. The resultant
lower ticket prices have made pleasure travel steadily more attractive in
the competition for the consumer's disposable income, while the availability
of comfortable, high speed travel has increased the air mode's share of
business travel.
However, it has not been a trivial matter to determine the magnitude
of travel that can be attributed to advanced aircraft technology. NASA,
as the U.S. government agency responsible for research and technology in
commercial aviation, has a natural interest in the applications of the
technological improvements it has helped to create. Thus NASAhas sponsored
research analyzing the economic and operational impact of technological
innovations; some of these studies have attempted to quantify the
demand for air transportation that improvements in technology have brought
about.
This report presents the final results of an econometric demand model
developed by the MIT Flight Transportation Laboratory under NASAsponsorship
over the course of the last three years.
NASAContract NAS1-15268, Langley Research Center, Technical Monitor Mr.
Dal V. Maddalon; NASAGrant No. NSG-2129, Ames Research Center, Technical
Monitors Mr. Mark H. Waters and Mr. Louis T. Williams.
2During the first two years the conceptual framework for the model was
developed and the initial calibration was undertaken. Preliminary results
were encouraging and validation and refinement of the model continued under
Langley sponsorship during 1978. The model that was finally developed is
useful for analyzing long haul domestic passenger markets in the United
States. Specifically, it was used to show the sensitivities of passenger
demand to changes in fares and speed reflecting technology through more
efficient designs of aircraft; and to analyze, through the year 2000, the
impact of selected changes in fares, speeds, and frequencies on passenger
demand.
"An Analysis of Long and Medium Haul Air Passenger Demand", Steve E.
Eriksen, NASACR 152156, Volume I, 1978.
3I. StatisticalBackground:The Developmentof a RegressionModelto Forecast
Air Traffic
Regression analysis is a set of mathematical techniques used for the
determination, based upon historical data, of the functional form of the
causal relationship between a response variable, Y, and a set of explanatory
variables, XI, X2, .... ,Xk. For example, one may hypothesize that a linear
relationship exists between the price (Xl) and the amount of advertising
(X2) of a particular product and the sales volume of that product (Y).
Y = b0 + blX 1 + b2X2 (I)
The function of regression in this case would be to utilize historical data
on sales, price, and advertising to estimate the numerical values of the
constants b0, bI, and b2.
The relationship between a response variable and a set of explanatory
variables is generally not fully explained by the regression function. In
the above example, sales volume would not be totally determined by the levels
of price and advertising. Therefore, it is more appropriate to rewrite
equation (I) as follows:
Y = b0 + blX 1 + b2X2 (2)
A
where Y is the expected or predicted sales volume for the particular values
of price (XI) and advertising (X2).
4Suppose that in the above example the following estimates of the
constants were obtained through regression analysis:
b0 = 21.3 bI = -0.67 b2 = 1.21
Furthermore, suppose that in one time period the price was 8.0 and the
advertising expenditure was 3.3. The regression function predicts a sales
volume for that particular time period of
A
Y = b0 + blX 1 + b2X2 = 21.3 - 0.67X1 + 1.21X2
= 21.3 - 0.67 (8.0) + 1.21 (3.3)
= 19.9 units
For this time period the sales volume was 19.3 units. Since the observed
sales volume (Y) was 19.3 and the predicted sales (Y) volume was 19.9,
the prediction error or residual for this single observation is Y - Y =
i
19.3 - 19.9 = -0.6 units.
For any given model and historical data base the "best" set of estimates
of the coefficients or model parameters is a set that provides the best overall
"fit" or the closest association between the resulting predicted values,
A
Y, and the observed values, Y of the response variable. Several "goodness of
fit" statistics can be computed to gauge the accuracy of the model. These
statistics will be discussed in subsequent sections of this report.
An accurate regression equation can be used for two distinct purposes:
forecasting and analysis. For example, suppose that the marketing department
5for the product in the above example decided to price the product at 9.0
and spend 4.0 on advertising in the next time period. The sales forecast
according to the model would be:
Y = 21.3 - 0.67X1 + 1.21X2 : 21.3 - 0.67(9.0)+ 1.21 (4.0)
= 20.I units
When using a regression model, analysis refers to the impact upon the
response variable of a change in a controllable input. For example, if
management desired to increase the unit price of their product by 0.5, the
model predicts a resulting decrease in sales of 0.67 x 0.5 = 0.335 units
per time period.
I.I Functional Form of the Model
The functional form of the air passenger demand model to be analyzed
using regression analysis is:
^ bI Fb2sEb3QD= a LOS (3)
where
^
QD= predicted demand in a given market
LOS = level of service
F = fare
SE = socio-economic activity
- The exponential form was chosen over a linear form, such as that of
6equation (2), because the exponential form is easily transformed into a
linear equation and the parameter estimates are the expected elasticities.
1.2 Linearity
Taking the logarithms of both sides of equation (3) results in the
following relationship:
Y = b0 + blXl + b2X2 + b3X3 (4)
where
A
Y= InQ D
b0 = In a
X1 = In LOS
X2= In F
and X3 = In SE
Therefore, by performing a simple mathematical transformation the functional
form becomes linear. Linearity is very desirable in regression analysis
since the required estimation techniques are considerably less complex than
the procedures for estimating the parameters of a nonlinear model.
Furthermore, more suitable computer programs exist for linear regression
analysis than for regression analysis of nonlinear models.
Since the basic model (3) is nonlinear in specification but can be
easily transformed into a linear form (4) it is considered as an intrinsi-
call__ linear model. A model which cannot be readily transformed into a
linear form is intrinsically nonlinear. An example of an intrinsically
7nonlinearmodelis:
Y = b0 + bl(XlX2 + b2X32) (5)
1.3 Elasticities
The elasticityof demandwith respectto any given causal variableis
a measure of the degree of responsivenessof demand to changes in that par-
ticular variable. Elasticity,a conceptdevelopedby economist_is
very useful in the study of air transportationdemand for the assessmentof
changes in fare, demographic,and technologicalvariablesupon air travel.
Conceptuallythe elasticityof demand with respectto fare, or the
"fare elasticity",is the ratio of the percentagechange in demand and
the simultaneouspercentagechange in fare.
. AQD
Elasticity= QD = AQD F (6)
AF AF QDF
The "point"elasticityof demand with respectto fare, _F' is the limit
of the above expressionas AF approacheszero.
_F lim AQD F _ aQD F (7)
= AF.O --AT- QD aF _D
If the absolutevalueof the elasticityof demandfor air trans-
portationor any otherproductis greaterthanone, the productis said
8to be price elastic. This implies that a cut in price will cause a
sufficient response in demand so as to increase total revenue. If the price
elasticity (in absolute terms) is less than one, the product is said to
be inelastic. In this case a price reduction evokes such a small increase
in demand that total revenue decreases.
Partially differentiating equation (3) with respect to fare (F)
results in
b1 1
_QD - b2aLOs Fb2- SEb3 (8)@F
Substituting into equation (7)
EF @QD F _ b2aLosbl F
- @F QD Fb2-1sEb3" bl : b2
aLOS Fb2sEb3 (9)
Therefore, the parameters of the model, bI, b2, and b3, are the elasticities
with respect to service, fare, and socio-economic activity. The product
form specification, equation (3), provides a capability for predicting
these elasticities which will be very useful for subsequent policy analysis.
92. Definition of Variables
2.1 Demand(QD)
The variableselectedfor themeasureof air passengertrafficactivity
in a regionpairmarketis the numberof passengersthatoriginatein
one regionand fly to the otherregionfor purposesotherthanto make a
connectionto a thirdregion. This variableis the trueoriginto
destinationpassengertraffic,usingthe passengerintentcriterion.
Thesedataare tabulatedin Table8 of the CivilAeronauticsBoard's
Originto DestinationSurvey.
2.2 Level of Service (LOS)
The level of serviceindex is a dimensionlessnumber scaled from zero
to one which representsthe ratio of the nonstopjet flight time to the
average total passengertrip time.* The total trip time is the sum of
the actual travel time (includingstops and connections)and the amount of
time the passengeris displacedfrom when he wishes to fly due to schedule
inconveniences.
If "perfect"servicewere offered in a given region pair (by definition
a nonstop jet departingat every instantof the day), there would be no
such displacement. The total trip time would be merely the nonstopjet
flight time and the ratio (LOS)would be unity. If poor servicewere
Hypothesizingaircraftwhose flight time is faster than jets currently
available(i.e., SSTs) producesa LOS index greater than I.
I0
offered (few flights, multistops, connections, slower aircraft, etc.), not
only would travel time be substantially greater than non-stop jet flight
time, but passengers would be forced to fly at inconvenient times. This
inconvenience would be accounted for by the inclusion of significant
"displacement" times, and the resulting level of service ratio would be
substantially less than one.
2.2.1 Behavioral Assumptions
The basic assumption in the development of the level of service index
is that a passenger, based on the purpose of his trip, will determine an
optimal or preferred time of departure from the origin airport. Given
that he is aware of his preferred departure time and is presented a schedule
of available flights, he will then select that flight which minimizes the
sum of the "displacement time" and the "adjusted flight time" The
displacement time is the absolute value of the difference between the
scheduled departure time and the preferred time of departure.* The adjusted
flight time is defined as the scheduled flight time (departure time from
original airport to arrival time at destination airport, including inter-
mediate stops) for direct flights, the scheduled flight time plus one-
half hour for online connections, and the scheduled flight time plus one
hour for interline connections. (The adjusted flight time is also
corrected for time zone changes).
If the passenger wishes to leave at 2 p.m. (or 4 p.m.) and the scheduled
departure time is 3 p.m., then the displacement time is one hour.
II
The motivation for inclusion of the additional time assessment for
connecting flights is that the consumer disutility of a connecting flight
is greater than merely the increase in flight time. For an online
connection, the passenger faces the chance of a broken connection due to a
late arrival of the first leg or cancellation of the second. Also, the
passenger is burdened with the inconvenience of having to change aircraft.
For an interline connection, the passenger faces not only the possibility
of a broken connection, but also a greater chance of having his baggage
miss the connection. In addition, he not only has to change aircraft but
may have to walk to a different terminal.
Table 1 defines four hierarchical types of service, based on
the discussion above of travellers' preferences. An online connection without
intermediate stops (i.e., one which requires only one stop) is assumed
equivalent in consumer value to a two-stop direct flight. Hence, the presence
of a connection within the same airline is equivalent to adding an
additional intermediate stop. By the same argument, an interline connection
has the equivalent disutility of two additional stops. Assessing an
additional one-half hour of flight time for each equivalent stop yields
the above-mentioned adjustments of one-half hour and one hour for online
and interline connections, respectively.
Another assumption is that the loss function for arrival time displace-
ment is linear and symmetric. Thus the disutility incurred by being dis-
placed by a total of p hours is p times the disutility of being displaced
by one hour. Furthermore, symmetry of the loss function assumes that the
cost of departing late by p hours is equivalent to the cost of leaving p
° hours early.
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Table I. Four Levels of EquivalentAir Service
Level Direct Connecting
1 Nonstop -__
2 One-stop --_
3 Two-stop Online Nonstop/Nonstop
4 Three-stop InterlineNonstop/Nonstop
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The definition of total trip time, as used in this report, is
different from the term commonly noted in transportation analysis. Generally,
total trip time includes access and egress times to and from the line haul
terminals plus waiting (or displacement) and line haul travel time.
These terms are important when an airport serves a large geographical
region. Since this analysis measures the effect of airline scheduling,
independent of access and egress time, these times are not considered.
A further assumption is that of infinite capacity. A passenger who
elects (by the governing behavioral assumptions) to board a particular
flight may do so without fear of its being full; therefore, load factor is
not considered. This assumption is justified since usually, if a particular
flight is consistently being overbooked, the airline(s) serving that market
will increase capacity on that flight, or add more flights near that time
of day. In most instances, overflow problems are corrected within a
reasonable length of time.
2.2.2 Development of the Index
Given the behavioral assumptions described in the preceding section and
a published flight schedule for one direction of a particular region
• pair, the total trip time, defined as the sum of the displacement time plus
the adjusted flight time, for a passenger desiring to depart at any
time of day can be determined. Then, given a distribution of passenger
departure demand over the entire day, the average total trip time, weighted
14
by this distribution, can be generated.*
In order to compute the average total trip time, clock time has been
divided into a finite number of discrete time points which are separated
by equal intervals throughout the traveling day. The time length of these
intervals (and hence the number of time points) may be arbitrarily set
(perhaps 15,30, or 60 minutes). The analysis is performed by considering
passengers desiring to depart at only these time points rather than
continuously. Therefore, the smaller these intervals (or the greater the
number of time points) are, the less restricting is this approximation.
However, as the number of time points increases, so does the computational
complexity for LOS. Throughout this analysis the traveling day will be
divided into thirty minute intervals starting at 4:00 a.m. and ending at
midnight for a total of 41 time points.
The following notation is used:
n = number of time points (equally separated) in the traveling
day
j = index used for time points j = 1 (start of traveling day),
2, ..... , n (end of traveling day)
tj = time of day (time point j)
_j = proportion of daily passengers preferring to depart at
time point j
m = number of daily flights
i = index used for flights i = i, 2, ..... ,m
*"Average total trip time" is an estimate of the average travel time for any
passenger in a city pair, given the diversity of schedules and preferred de-
parture times of passengers.
15
Di = local departure time of flight i
A. = local arrival time of flight i1
Z = number of time zones crossed (positive if west to east,
" negative if east to west)
0.0 for direct flights
Yi = connectionadjustment= 0.5 for online flights
for flight i l.O for interlineconnections
Using this notation, the adjusted flight time for any flight i, AFTi, is
the difference between the arrival and departure times, Ai - Di, minus the
time zone change, Z, plus the connection adjustment ¥i"
AFTi = Ai - Di - Z + Yi (I0)
The displacement time, DTji, for any passenger preferring to depart at
time point j (ti) and whose best option is flight i, is defined as the
absolute value of the difference between the departure time of flight i,
Di, and the preferred time of day, tj.
DTji= IDi - tjl (ll)
As described in the preceding section, a passenger preferring to depart
at tj will select that flight which will minimize the sum of displacement
time plus adjusted flight time. This minimized sum is defined to be total
trip time, "_.
16
: .. + AFTi) = min (IDi tjI+ Ai 1TFj min (DTj1 - - D. - Z + yi) (12)
The averagetotal trip time, t, is the weighted (by the _j factors)*
averageof the total trip times of the passengerswho prefer to depart at
each of the n time points over the travelingday.
n n
t"=j,_=I' _J ITj=j:17_.jmini(IDi - tjl + Ai - Di - Z + yi) (13)
The levelof serviceindex,LOS,is definedas the ratioof the nonstop
jet time,to, to the averagetotaltriptime,t_
LOS - o - t _ _j rain(IDi - tjl + Ai - D. - Z + Yi (14)o =I I
2.2.3 Example
Boston to Washingtonis an exampleof a highly competitivemedium haul
(406miles) market, involvingtwo large urban centerswhich generate a
substantialquantity of air passengerdemand. Therefore,a high level of
service is expected. Figure l shows that thirty-sixflightsare offered
daily from Boston to Washington;all of these are direct flights,and most
are nonstops.
The departureand arrivaltimes are listedin the decimalequivalentof
military time. For example, the departuretime of the twenty-sixthflight,
shown as 16.25, is 4:15 p.m., and the arrival time of the thirty-sixth
* _j is the time of time distribution of passenger demand in any given market
pair. See Eriksen (I), p. 135-145.
17
FlightSchedulefor Bostonto Washington
_DIGHT SCHEDULE BOS W_S
ADJUS_FE
_!IGHT DEPART aRRIVE FLIGHT TI_E STATUS CARRIER (S)
1 7.00 6.17 1.17 DIRECT AA
2 7.00 8.28 1.28 DIRECT AA
3 7.17 8.35 I.18 DIHEC_ Di
q 7._2 _.73 1.32 DIRECT EA
5 8.00 9.15 1.15 DIRECI DL
6 8.00 9.20 I.2C DIREC_ DI
7 8.25 9.58 I.33 DIRECT EA
8 8.75 IC.03 1.28 DI_EC_ AA
9 9.17 1C.80 1.6_ DIRECT AA
10 9.50 10.70 I.20 DIRECT Di
11 9.92 11.03 1.12 DIR_C_ AL
12 10.00 12.67 2.67 DIRECT a£
13 10.67 11.95 1.28 DI_EC_ AA
lq 11.58 12.78 1.2C DIRECT AI
15 12.17 13._5 1.28 DIRECT EA
16 12.27 12.q7 1.2C DIREC_ DL
17 12.30 I__._5 1.15 DIRECT Di
18 12.33 13.62 1.28 DIRECT AA
19 13.33 1E.08 2.75 DIRECT Ai
20 1_.17 15._5 1.28 DIFECT AA
21 lq.58 I-=.78 1.20 DIREC_ DE
22 15.00 16.18 1. 18 DIRECT Ai
23 15.62 16.92 1.30 DI_EC_ EA
2q 16.00 17.28 1.28 EIR£CT AA
25 16.17 17.30 1. 13 DIRECI DL
26 16.25 18.63 2.38 DIRECT NA
27 16.92 18.27 1.35 DIRECT EA
28 17.58 18.78 I.20 DIRECT Di
_9 18.17 le.._5 1.28 DIEECT AA
30 18.50 19.70 1.20 DIREC_ AL
31 19.33 21.98 2.65 DIREC_ AL
32 20.00 21.18 1. 18 DIRECT AL
33 20.25 21._8 1.23 DIRECT AA
3_ 20.30 21.50 1.2C DIRECT Di
35 21.00 22.67 1.67 DIRECT AA
36 22.75 2-€.50 2.75 DIB£CT NQ
18
flight, shown as 25.50, is 1:30 a.m. of the following day. The adjusted
flight time is merely the scheduled block time; since none of the flights
are connections, no adjustments are involved in this particular schedule.
(The status of a flight refers to its connection characteristics. Since
each of the flights in this schedule is direct, the status is shown as
such. In Figure 3, BOS-SFO,online connections are labeled "ONLINE" and
interline connections are labeled "INTLIN".)
Figure 2 shows the results of the computation of the level of service
related variables. The time of day demand distribution (_j) is listed in
the PI(J) column. For each of the forty-one time points, the computer program
assigns the passengers preferring to depart at that time to one of the available
flights in a manner dictated by the behavioral assumptions discussed in
Section 2.2.1. For example, those passengers wishing to depart Boston for
Washington at 7:00 p.m. (time point 31) are assigned to flight 30 which
(referring back to Figure I) departs at 6:30. Flight 30 is the flight that
minimizes the sum of the displacement time (one-half hour) and the flight
time. This sum is 1.70 hours as indicated in the TRIP TINE column of Figure
3.
The CONTRIBUTIONTO TOTALTRIP TIME is the product of the PI(J) and
TRIP TIME figures, and the sum of this column is the average trip time
weighted by the time of day demand distribution. This average, TBAR, is
equivalent to the t defined in equation (13), and for this example is 1.532
hours.
The level of service index is the ratio of the nonstop jet time, t o
*t is not obtained from the city pair Official Airline Guide, but is computed
frSm a general formula taking into account distance, longitude of airports
(for winds), and time to reach cruise altitude. See Eriksen (1), pp.132-134.
It is normally about the same as the non-stop trip time.
2. Levelof ServiceComputationsfor Boston to Washington
COMPUTATION OF AVERAGE TO_AL TRIP TIME
FLIGHT DISPLACe- ADJUSTED CONTRIDOTION TO
S T(J) Pl(J) BOARDED MENT TI_E FLIGIIT _IM_ TBIP TIME _C_AL TRIP TIME
1 4.00 0.001 I 3.00 1.17 4.17 0.005
2 4.50 0.002 I 2.50 1.17 3.67 0.008
3 5.00 0.005 1 2.00 1.17 3.17 0.016
4 5.50 0.008 1 1.50 1.17 2.67 0.021
5 6.00 0.016 1 1.00 1.17 2.17 0.034 ,...akO
6 6.50 0.023 I 0.50 1.17 1.67 0.039
7 7.00 0.033 1 0.0C 1.17 1.17 0.039
8 7.50 0.044 4 0.08 1.32 1.40 0.061
9 8.00 0.038 5 0.00 1.15 1.15 0.044
10 8.50 0.033 8 0.25 1.28 1.53 0.050
11 9.00 0.030 8 0.25 1.28 1.53 0.046
12 9.50 0.028 10 0.00 1.20 1.20 0.034
13 10.00 0.026 11 0.0_ I.12 1.20 0.032
14 10.50 0.025 13 0.17 1.28 1.45 0.036
15 11.00 0.023 13 0.33 1.28 1.62 0.036
16 11.50 0.020 14 0.08 1.20 1.28 0.026
17 12.00 0.022 15 0.17 1.28 1.45 0.032
18 12.50 0 023 17 0.20 1. 15 1.35 0.031
19 13.00 0.025 17 0.70 I.15 1.85 0.045
20 13.50 0.026 20 0.67 1.28 .95 0.050
F_gure 2 (continued)
FLIGHT DISPLACE- ADJUSTED CONTRIBUTIONTO
J T(J) PI(J) BOARDED MENTTIME FLIGHTTIME TRIPTIME TOTALTRIP TIME
21 14.00 0.026 20 0.17 1.28 1.45 0.038
:22 14.50 0.027 21 0.08 1.20 1.28 0.035
23 15.00 0.035 22 0.00 1.18 1.18 0.041
24 15.50 0.043 23 0.12 1.30 1.42 0.060
2£ 16.00 0.045 24 0.00 1.28 1.28 0.057
26 16.50 0.047 25 0.33 1.13 1.47 0.068
27 17.00 0.045 27 0.08 1.35 1.43 0.064
28 17.50 0.043 28 0.02 1.20 1.28 0.055
29 18.00 0.036 29 0.17 1.28 1.45 0.052
._0 18.50 0.029 30 0.00 1.20 1.20 0.034 ro
31 19.00 0.025 30 0.50 1.20 1.70 0.042 o
32 19.50 0.021 32 0.50 1.18 1.68 0.035
33 20.00 0.023 32 0.00 1.18 1.18 0.027
34 20.50 0.023 34 0.20 1.20 1.40 0.033
35 21.00 0.022 35 0.00 1.67 1.67 0.036
36 21.50 0.020 35 0.50 1.67 2.17 0.044
37-22.00 0.015 35 1.00 1.67 2.67 0.041
38 22.50 0.010 36 0.25 2.75 3.00 0.030
39 23.00 0.008 36 0.25 2.75 3.00 0.023
40 23.50 0.005 36 0.75 2.75 3.50 0.019
41 24.00 0.003 36 1.25 2.75 4.00 0.011
TBAR : 1.532
LOS = TNJ/_IBAR: 1.20/1.53 = 0.783
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(listed as "TNJ" in the output), 1.20 hours, to the average total trip time,
1.532 hours, which equals 0.783. This number implies that if "perfect"
service, a nonstop jet departing every instant of the day, were offered (LOS =
1.00), the average total trip time between Boston and Washington would
decrease by 21.7%.
2.3 Fare (F)
The standardcoach fare (Y) has been selectedas the price variableand
has been obtained from the OfficialAirline Guide. It can be argued that
this fare is impropersince it neglects the impact upon demand of discount
fare plans. However, the resultsof a prototypestudy [2] indicatethat
furthersophisticationof the fare variableproduces virtuallyidentical
results.
In order to avoid having the fare variablemeasuringa time trend and to
show fare levels as perceivedby the consumer,the fare was deflated. Since
air transportationis a service,the selectedprice deflatorwas the "implicit
price deflatorfor personal consumptionexpenditureson services." The
deflated fare variable is expressedin terms of constantdollarswith 1972 as
the base year.
* These results _2]may have been due to a limited impact of discount fares in
the past. However, the proliferation of reduced fares (Super Savers, etc.)
during the past few years may bias the results of predicted demand downwards
" _hen the model is appliedto these years. See Section 7, Conclusions,for
discussionof this point.
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2.4 Socio-Economic Activity (SE)
It is postulated that the total potential demand for air passenger
services in a region pair market is a function of the level of socio-economic
activity in the two regions. Two aspects of socio-economic activity are
considered in this research. The first is the ability of a region to
generate air traffic and is represented by the total personal income of the
region. The second is the region's ability to attract air traffic.
Generally, regions such as New York, Las Vegas, and Miami with
predominantly service-oriented economies tend to draw more traffic relative
to aggregate industry tha_ the largely manufacturing-based economies such as
Detroit's or Pittsburgh's. Thus, to represent the ability to attract
traffic, a service industry measure, "total labor and proprietor's income by
place of work by industry, service" was selected. These data are published
annually by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the Department of
Commerce.
The socio-economic attraction from region i to region j is defined as
the product of the personal income of region i and the service income of
region j. The average of the socio-economic attraction in both directions of
a given region pair is computed, and the square root of this number is taken
to convert the units to dollars. The socio-economic variable, SE, for a
region pair ij is then defined as:
SEij : /2(INCi SRVCj + SRVCi INCj) (15)
where
INC = personal income,and
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SRVC = total labor and proprietors' income by place of work, by
industry, service
The socio-economic variable is also deflated by the implicit price
deflator for personal consumption expenditures on services to be consistent
with the fare variable adjustment.
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3. _asellodelSpecification:ParameterEstimationand Base Forecasts
3.1 OrdinaryLeast Squares Estimates- Base Model
Many proceduresexist for estimatingthe parametersof a regression
equation. The most common is ordinary least squares. If the observed
values of the responsevariableare denotedby Y and the predictedvalues are
A
denotedby Y where
A
Y = a + blXl + b2X2 + .... (16)
/
Vthe differencesbetween the Y and values are called the "residuals." The
ordinary least squaresestimatesof a, bi, b2, .... are those values that
minimizethe sum of the squared residuals.
Using ordinary least squaresand observeddata from each of fifteen
large long haul markets over a six year period (1969-1974),the parametersof
equation (4) are as follows:
b0 = 4.34 (I.37) b2 = -I.24 (0.14) (fare elasticity)
bI = 2.91 (0.35) b3 = 1.34 (0.09) (socio-economic
(serviceelasticity) elasticity)
Standard error of estimate = 0.26
Therefore,the regressionequation is
The numbers in the parenthesesare the standarderrors of the coefficients.
For a basic discussionof most of the statisticaltechniquesused in this
report,see Taneja, N.K., AirlineTraffic Forecastin9 (Lexington,Mass:
LexingtonBooks, D.C.Heath,1978).
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A
QD = exp (4.34 + 2.91 In LOS - 1.24 In F + 1.34 In SE) (17)
3.2 Goodness of Fit
After the parameters of any model have been estimated, the resulting
equation must be validated. One step in the validation process is to
measure the association between the observed values of the response variable,
Y, and the values predicted by the regression model, Y. Recall that the
objective of least squares estimation is to minimize the sum of squared
errors, SSE.
A
(min) SSE = (y_ y)2 (18)
The variance of Y is defined as the sum of squared differences between the
observed values of Y and their average value, Y.
Var (Y) : (y _ y)2 (19)
The error sum of squares,SSE, is the part of the variance of Y that is not
explained by the regression model.
A commonmeasure of goodness of fit is the coefficient of multiple
determination, R2.
R2 = I SSE
Var (Y) (20)
It follows from the above discussion that R2 is the portion of the variance of
Y that is explained by the regression model. The range of R2 is between zero
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and one. A value of R2 near zero implies that the model explains a very small
portion of the variance of the response variable and that the fit is poor.
A value of R2 near one indicates that a large portion of the variance is
explained by the model and that the fit is good.
The model of equation (17) has an R2 value of 0.945. The three
explanatory variables account for 94.5% of the variance of the log of demand.
This statistic is sufficiently close to one to warrant a preliminary
conclusion that the model provides a reasonably good fit.
3.3 Base Forecasts
Base forecasts for four selected long haul markets were generated using
equation (17) to observe how well the predicted traffic volumes compare with
the actual traffic.
Forecasts are provided for the years 1950, 1955, 1960, and 1967-1978.
These time series include the years 1969-1974 which were used for parameter
estimation (see Section 3.1), the two years prior (1967 and 1968) and the
four years (1975-1978) after the estimation period. Included were three
distant time periods (1950, 1955, and 1960) when aircraft technology was
radically different from that of the years 1969-1974.
Base forecasts have also been generated for the future years 1980, 1985,
1900, 1995, and 2000. Input variables include computed levels of service
based upon schedule scenarios, constant fare (in real terms), and socio-
economic forecasts provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the
Department of Commerce.
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A detailed descriptionof the forecastingprocessis provided in the
example of the Boston-SanFranciscomar!_etin Section 5. The results for
the other markets are given in Section7. The computer program (writtenin
.
Fortran IV G) used for forecastingis found in the Appendix. The program
used to computelevel of service,written in PLI, is also includedin the
the Appendix.
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4. Analysis Model Specification: DemandSensitivity
The sole objective of the parameter estimation procedure for equation
(17) was a model that predicted well. There was no explicit concern for the
precision of the estimates of the individual parameters per se; if the model
in total provided a good fit it was acceptable as a forecasting instrument.
Demandsensitivity, however, is predicated upon accurate estimates of
individual parameters, which in this particular model are elasticities (see
Section 1.3). For example, to assess the impact upon demand of a five
percent decrease in fare, with all other variables held constant, an accurate
fare elasticity would be required.
Two requirements for accurate individual parameter estimates are violated
when the ordinary least squares procedure is used to estimate the parameters
of equation (4). These requirements were of no concern in the forecasting
process, but render equation (17) inappropriate for demand sensitivity
analysis. The two problems are simultaneity and collinearity.
4.1 Simultaneity
Simultaneity or "two-way causality" is said to exist when a random change
in the response variable, Y, causes a change in one or more of the
explanatory variables, Xi.
It seems reasonable to believe that while interregional demand is a
function of socio-economic activity in the two regions (as stated in equation
(4)), a change in demand will not precipitate a change in regional income.
Furthermore, while demand is sensitive to fare, fares have not changed as a
result of demand, but have been based on distance. For example, the distance
between New York and Chicago is 721 miles and the distance between Bangor and
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Akron is 694 miles. The former market experiences a demand of roughly 1.5
million passengers per year, the latter attracts fewer than I00 passengers
per year, while the fares in these two markets are virtually identical. Thus
no problems with simultaneity can be seen with demand and fare and socio-
economic variables.
A simultaneity problem does exist between demand and level of service.
While it is hypothesized that demand is stimulated by improved service, it can
also be reasonably argued that the airlines will react to an increase in
traffic in a market by improving the quality of service. The consequence
of this simultaneity is a bias, a type of statistical inaccuracy, in the
estimation of bI when ordinary least squares is employed.
This problem was rectified by using a statistical technique known as
instrumental variable regression. A discussion of the instrumental variable
approach is contained in Pindyck and Rubenfeld (4), and the details of how
this procedure was applied to this particular model is found in Eriksen (I).
" Discussion of the results of this procedure is deferred to Section 4.3.
4.2 Collinearity
The second statistical malady inherent in this model is collinearity,
the condition where two of the explanatory variables are correlated. Since
fare is a function only of interregional distance there is no concern about it
being related to level of service or socio-economic activity. However, level
of service and socio-economic activity are correlated. Since the airlines
have not competed by varying fares, the larger socio-economic markets, like
New York-Chicago, receive higher service levels than the smaller markets, like
Bangor-Akron.
3O
The consequence of collinearity is that between markets both service and
socio-economic activity change simultaneously in the same direction. It is
therefore difficult to determine the degree to which each of the two variables
is affecting demand. Therefore, the precision of the estimates of bI and b3
is in question. If bI is predicted too high then b3 will surely be too low
and vice versa. It is important to re-emphasize that this problem is of no
concern for a forecasting model; all that is required is a good fit. However,
for policy analysis accurate coefficients are the primary objective, and
collinearity is a definite pitfall.
The procedure employed to combat the collinearity between level of
service and socio-economic activity is principal components regression. This
technique is described in Tukey and Mosteller (3) and in Eriksen (I), and its
direct application to this problem is detailed in Eriksen (I).
4.3 Analysis Model
The result of the estimation process using the procedures described
above is:
b0 = -0.0859 (0.003)*
bI = 0.429 (0.002) (service elasticity)
b2 = -1.26 (0.033) (fare elasticity)
b3 = 1.73 (0.0186) (socio-economic elasticity)
standard error of estimate = 0.386
R2 = 0.877
The numbers in the parentheses are the standard errors of the coefficients.
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Note that the value of R2 has dropped from 0.945, using ordinary least squares,
to 0.877. This is to be expected since the ordinary least squares estimates
. assure that the sum of squares of residuals is minimized. Therefore,
since the ordinary least squares model maximizes R2, any other set of
estimates will result in a lower value of R2.
As can be seen, the use of principal component analysis produced higher
precision for the elasticities, i.e., the standard errors of the coefficients
were substantially lower than the values produced by the ordinary least
squares procedure. Statistically speaking, lower standard deviation should
provide higher confidence in the value of these parameters. The elasticities
produced by the use of principal component analysis were also more in line
with estimates available in industry. However, while these coefficients are
more useful for analyzing sensitivity of changes in the explanatory variables
such as fare and service, they are likely to _)roduce less precise forecasts.
It can be concluded that the ordinary least squares model, in spite of
simultaneity and collinearity, is the preferred forecasting model. The
highest R2 implies the best fit. However, it can further be concluded that
the parameter estimates shown immediately above are more accurate reflections
of the true elasticities, since certain problems related to their precisions
have been rectified. Consequently throughout this study base forecasts will
be generated using the model given in Section 3.1, and sensitivity analyses
will be conducted using the elasticities listed above in this section.
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5. The Boston-San Francisco Market: A Case Study
The forecasting and analysis techniques developed in the preceditng
sections will be applied to a selected market, Boston-San Francisco, to
(a) validate the accuracy of the forecasting model over the past and to
generate forecasts, and (b) to illustrate how the analysis model can be used
for sensitivity analyses for future time periods.
5.1 Base Forecasts
Forecasts are made using equation (17). Equation (21) is equation (17)
multiplied by a factor of ten since the demand figures used in the estimation
procedure were from the 10% CABsample and are therefore one order of
magnitude small.
A
QD = I0.0 exp (4.34 + 2.91 In LOS - 1.24 In F + 1.34 In SE) (21)
For the past, the predicted demand is obtained by substituting the observed
values of LOS, F, and SE into the model and solving for QD" For future years
the values of the explanatory variables must first be predicted and then
substituted into equation (17) to obtain the base forecasts.
5.1.1 The Year 1975
An example of the generation of a forecast for 1975 follows. Each of the
explanatory variables will be obtained and substituted into equation (21).
The resultant demand can be compared to the actual value.
Figure 3 is a reproduction of the flight schedule from Boston to San
Francisco from the Official Airline Guide of September I, 1975. Figure 4
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Fig. 3
FLIGHT SCHEDULE BOS SFO 1975
ADJUSTED
FLIGHT DZPART ARRIVE FLIGHT TI_E STATUS CAPRIER (S)
I 7.00 11.02 7.52 ONLINE AA/AA
2 7.00 11.97 7.97 DIRECT AA
3 7. 17 13.62 9.95 ONLINE AA/AA
4 7.25 12.07 7.82 DIRECT TW
5 7.58 11.80 7.72 ONLINE AA/AA
6 7.67 12.50 8. 33 ONLINE UA/UA
7 8.50 15.42 10.42 ONLINE AA/AA
8 9.50 12.42 5.92 DIRECT UA
9 10.33 15.30 8.47 ONLINE AA/AA
10 11.17 15.28 7.62 ONLINE OA/UA
11 12.00 14.85 5.85 DIRECT TW
12 12.50 19.72 10.22 DIRECT TW
13 13.42 18.87 8.95 ONLINE NW/NW
14 13.50 19.27 8.77 DIRECT AA
15 13.50 19.63 9.63 ONLINE AA/AA
16 13.58 18.00 7.92 ONLINE UA/UA
17 14.92 19.43 8.02 ONLINE AA/AA
18 15.25 19.35 7. 10 DIRECT AA
19 15.50 19.97 7.97 ONLINE TW/TW
20 16.00 20.52 8.52 INTLIN TW/UA
21 16.08 20.67 8.08 ONLINE UA/UA
22 16.25 20.23 6.98 DIRECT TW
23 16.50 21.22 8.22 ONLINE UA/UA
24 16.50 21.48 7.98 DIRECT HA
25 17.50 22.42 8.42 ONLINE AA/AA
26 17.50 22.48 8.98 INTLIN TW/AA
27 17.50 22.53 8.53 ONLINE AA/AA
28 17.50 24.17 9.67 DIRECT TW
291 18.83 24.30 8.97 ONLINE UA/UA
30 18.83 24.90 9. 07 DIRECT AA
31 21.00 25.28 7.78 ONLINE TW/TW
32 21.00 27.53 10. 03 ONLINE AA/AA
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Fig. 4
CO6PU_ATION OF IEVEL OF SERVICE INDEX BOS SFO 1975
FLIGHT DISPLACE- ADJUSTED CONTRIBUTION TO
J T(J) PI(J) BOARDED MENT TIME FLIGHT TIME TRIP TIME TOTAL TRIP TIME
1 4.00 0.005 I 3.00 7.52 10.52 0.049
2 4.50 0.008 I 2.50 7.52 10.02 0.079
3 5.00 0.014 I 2.00 7.52 9.52 0.133
4 5.50 0.020 I 1.50 7.52 9.02 0.178
5 6.00 0.026 I 1.00 7.52 8.52 0.222
6 6.50 0.030 I 0.50 7.52 8.02 0.237
7 7.00 0.034 I 0.00 7.52 7.52 0.257
8 7.50 0.037 5 0.08 7.72 7.80 0.292
9 8.00 0.034 8 1.50 5.92 7.42 0.252
10 8.50 0.031 8 1.00 5.92 6.92 0.211
11 9.00 0.028 8 0.50 5.92 6.42 0.180
12 9.50 0.026 8 0.00 5.92 5.92 0.151
13 10.00 0.026 8 0.50 5.92 6.42 0.165
14 10.50 0.026 8 1.00 5.92 6.92 0.179
15 11.00 0.025 11 1.00 5.85 6.85 0.173
16 11.50 0.024 11 0.50 5.85 6.35 0.155
17 12.00 0.026 11 0.00 5.85 5.85 0.151
18 12.50 0.027 11 0.50 5.85 6.35 0. 172
19 13. 00 0.031 11 1.00 5.85 6.85 0.215
20 13.50 0.035 11 1.50 5.85 7.35 0.261
21 14.00 0.037 11 2.00 5.85 7.85 0.289
22 14.50 0.038 18 0.75 7.10 7.85 0.300
23 15.00 0.042 18 0.25 7.10 7.35 0.312
24 15.50 0.046 18 0.25 7.10 7.35 0.337
25 16.00 0.043 22 0.25 6.98 7.23 0.310
26 16.50 0.039 22 0.25 6.98 7.23 0.284
27 17.00 0.036 22 0.75 6.98 7.73 0.277
28 17.50 0.032 22 1.25 6.98 8.23 0.265
29 18.00 0.031 22 1.75 6.98 8.73 0.268
30 18.50 0.028 22 2.25 6.98 9.23 0.256
31 19.00 0.025 29 0.17 8.97 9.13 0.228
32 19.50 0.022 31 1.50 7.78 9.28 0.205
33 20.00 0.020 31 1.00 7.78 8.78 0.176
34 20.50 0.016 31 0.50 7.78 8.28 0.136
35 21.00 0.01_ 31 0.00 7.78 7.78 0.109
36 21.50 0.011 31 0.50 7178 8.28 0.093
37 22.00 0.007 31 1.00 7.78 8.78 0.060
38 22.50 0.000 31 1.50 7.78 9.28 0.000
39 23.00 0.000 31 2.00 7.78 9.78 0.000
40 23.50 0.000 31 2.50 7.78 10.28 0.000
41 2_.00 0.000 31 3.00 7.78 10.78 0.000
TBAR = 7.617
LOS = TNJ/TBAR = 6. 16/7.62 = 0.809
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shows the output from the level of service computational program. (For a
detailed explanation of the output see Section 2.2.3.) The bottom line of
Figure 4 shows the level of service variable, LOS, at 0.809. A similar
analysis of the San Francisco to Boston schedule provides a value of 0.750
for LOS. The market value of LOS is defined as the geometric mean of the
two directional values.
LOS = _ 0.809 x 0.750 = 0.779 (22)
The one-way coach fare (tax included) in the Boston-San Francisco market
on September I, 1975 was $190. The implicit price deflator for personal
consumption expenditures on services (1972 base) for 1975 is 123.5. The
deflated fare is therefore
I00 = $153.85 (23)F = $190 x 123.5
The 1975 levels of personal income for the Boston and San Francisco
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) areas were 39,300 and 39,000, respectively.
The service industry income levels for the two regions were 5,800 and 5,480
respectively. The deflated value for SE is therefore
!
:_ 1 I00SE _ (39,300 x 5,480 + 39,000 x 5,800) x _ = 12,000 (24)
. The directional LOS are multiplied to guard against asymmetrical markets;
if service in one direction were substantially smaller, the geometric mean
would be more representative than an arithmetical mean.
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Substituting the computed values of LOS, F, and SE into equation (21),
the forecast for the year 1975 is
A
QD = I0.0 exp (4.34 + 2.91 In 0.779 - 1.24 In 153.85 + 1.34 In 12,000)
= 211,350 (25)
5.1.2 Other Years
The years over which the model was tested include 1950, 1955, 1960, three
time periods during which the aircraft were radically different from those
of the years over which the model was calibrated. Also included are 1967-
1968, the two years before, and 1975-1978, the four years after the
calibration years, 1969-1974. For each of these years, forecasts were
computed using the procedure of section 5.1.1. The results are listed in
Table 2 along with the observed traffic figures.
A comparison of the predicted and the actual traffic indicates that
reasonably good agreement (less than 12%error, and in most years less than
5% error) exists for the years 1967-1978_ Substantial divergence exists
for the years 1950-1955-1960, for which a number of reasons can be advanced.
The 1950-1960 fare and schedule data were extracted from copies of the
0AG on file at the CAB library. The old editions of the OAGhad been
tabulated by carrier (rather than by market), and the schedules were similar
in format to the old railroad timetables. This format rendered the
identification of online connections very difficult and the identification
of interline connections nearly impossible. Thus LOS calculations may be
inaccurate for these years.
The historical traffic flow data were extracted from the CABOrigin to
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Table 2. Prediction Accuracy, Boston-San Francisco, General Long Haul Model
Year Predicted Actual
1950 4,650 .8,390
1955 13,050 31,630
1960 28,930 48,600
1967 136,650 154,460
1968 157,640 163,710
1969 174,760 179,320
1970 171,980 171,650
1971 177,390 173,330
1972 197,770 191,430
1973 215,520 205,840
1974 191,090 199,360
1975 211,350 200,130
1976 203,280 220,310
1977 239,820 215,660
1978 258,980 265,510
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Destination (O-D) Surveys. Three rather severe problems related to the
tabulation of time series of O-D statistics were discovered during the
collection and processing of these data:
I. The survey period had been changed at least twice from 1950 to 1965.
Currently a systematic 10%sample of flight coupons is drawn.
Previous procedures included a census during the last two weeks of
September and a census during the entire month of September.
2. The early samples consisted of tickets sold rather than flight
coupons lifted. Therefore a person who purchased four tickets and
used only one could conceivably be counted four times.
3. Domestic O-D traffic was redefined in 1968 to include travel from
within the continental states to Hawaii and Alaska (and vice versa).
Prior to this time a traveler flying from Chicago to Honolulu via
San Francisco would have been recorded as an O-D passenger from
Chicago to San Francisco. Therefore, the pre-1968 traffic counts
for gateway cities are inconsistent (greater) with the counts for the
year 1968 and later.
The socio-economic time series for the historical years were also
tabulated in an inconvenient format. The income figures are tabulated
for years 1950, 1959 and 1962 by county rather than by BEA area.
Therefore, summing over all counties within each BEA area to obtain aggregate
figures for each of the above years was necessary. A log-linear interpolation
was then used to estimate these figures for the years 1955 and 1960. For
1976-1978 the 1970-1975 growth rate in the SE variables was linearly
extrapolated, which may also cause some prediction errors.
Due to the problems with the 1950-1960 traffic, schedule and socio-
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economic numbers, it is impossible to determine whether these divergences are
due to inherent model specification errors or to inconsistent data.
In another attempt to establish the validity of the formulation of the
model, i.e., the use of the explanatory variables as being the appropriate
ones to use in the demandmodel, the Boston-San Francisco city pair market
was calibrated using data for the years 1967-1975. Since the general
model was calibrated using 15 large long haul city-pairs and data for six
years, extremely accurate predictions in any specific market pair would not
normally be expected. However, if the general formulation was adequate,
a specific city-pair model, calibrated on data pertaining to that city-pair
only, would be expected to be more accurate. Conversely, since fewer data are
available for calibration, although the predictive ability was expected to
improve, the accuracy of the individual coefficients was likely to decrease.
For Boston-San Francisco the calibration yielded the following formula:
QD = I0 exp (-I.27 + 1.52 In LOS - 0.18 In F + 1.32 In SE)
R2 = 0.951
with standard errors of the coefficients: 5.53; 0.72; 0.45; 0.37
The results for 1950-1978 using the city-pair model are shown in Table 2a
and Figure 5. As expected, the predicted demand more closely matches the
actual demand over the calibration years; howewr, the standard deviations
for the individual coefficients have increased due either to the existence of
multicollinearity or the reduction in noise resulting from the disaggregation
of the long haul markets. Yet, despite the increase in standard deviation
The inaccuracy of 1978 may be explained in part by the proliferation of
discount fares during that year which were not taken into account, and thesimple extrapolation of the SE variables.
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Table 2a. PredictionAccuracy,Boston-SanFrancisco,City-PairModel
TRAFFIC
Year Predicted Actual
1950 15,640 8,390
1955 27,340 31,630
1960 49,760 48,600
1967 150,840 154,560
1968 166,320 163,710
1969 175,240 179,320
1970 176,510 171,650
1971 179,700 173,330
1972 190,640 191,430
1973 203,220 205,840
1974 196,160 199,360
1975 200,330 200,130
1976 196,910 220,310
1977 213,470 215,660
1978 224,410 265,510
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FIGURE 5 TIME SERIES PLOTS OF PREDICTED AND TRUE LOCAL DEMAND
BOSTON TO SAN FRANCISCO 1967 TO 1976
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of the individualcoefficients,this equationproducesforecastswith higher
precision. The imprecisionof the constantterm does not invalidatethe overall
goodnessof fit for the equationsince the constantterm is normallyoutside
the range of calibration.
5.1.3 ForecastYears
Forecastsusing equation (21) were made for the years 1980, 1985, 1990,
1995, and 2000. Several assumptionsabout the explanatoryvariableswere
made. Sensitivityanalyses pertinentto these assumptionswere performed
and are describedin subsequentsections.
The predictedvalues for level of servicewere the result of schedule
scenariosbased upon growth rate and technologyassumptions. The assumed
growth rates in seatingcapacity from 1975 to 1985, 1986 to 1990, and 1991 to
2000 were 8%, 7%, and I0% respectively. The differencesbetweenpredicted
capacityand the actual capacityof the 1975 scheduledflightswere
extrapolatedby various types of aircraft. The capacityof each type of
aircraft is given in Table 3.
Other assumptionsinclude:
I. Stretched 747, 767, and regular757 will be initiatedinto service/bythe
end of 1985.
2. LlOll will be replacedby 767 stretch in theyears 1985 and beyond.
3. DCIO will be replacedby 767 stretch in the years 1990 and beyond.
4. 707 will be phased out by 757 in the years 1985 and beyond.
5. Each type of aircraft is replacedin the scheduleof the next forecast
year by the aircraftof one grade larger. For example,747 in 1975 is
replacedby 747 _tretch in 1980, etc.
Based upon the flight schedulesof futureyears derived with the above
assumptions,values of LOS were computed.
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Table3 AssumedCapacities
Aircraft Capacity
747 Stretch 500
747 350
LlOll 235
DCIO 235
767 stretch 235
707 145
DC8 145
757 145
727 llO
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Fares, in constant dollars, were assumed to remain the same throughout
the forecast period. This assumption is based on a scenario in which
standard coach fares increase at the same rate as the implicit price
deflator for consumer expenditures on services.
The projections of the socio-economic variables have been provided by
the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The most current series are found in
Volume 2 of the OBERSProjections (5).
The resultant forecasts are shown in Table 4. They reflect the expected
traffic growth in the Boston-San Francisco market for the next twenty years
assuming no radical changes in fare and technology.
5.2 Sensitivity Analyses
In this section the elasticities of demand with respect to the
explanatory variables_ which were estimated in Section 4.3 during the
development of the analysis model, will be used to examine the response of
demand to changes in fares, aircraft speed, frequency of service, and
socio-economic activity.
5.2.1 Predicted Demandfor Various Fare Levels
Figure 6 is a time series plot of predicted local demand in the Boston-
San Francisco market for five different fare levels. The middle plot (fare =
F) assumes no constant dollar change in fare, and therefore is the base
forecast series from Table 4. (For the years 1950-1975 the fare = F plot is
the actual demand.)
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Table 4. Base Forecasts, Boston-San Francisco, General Market Model
Year Predicted Traffic
1980 32O,000
1985 472,000
1990 648,000
1995 1,044,000
2000 1,681,000
4.0 m
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I I I I I I I I I I
1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
YEAR
FIGURE 6 TIME SERIES PLOT OF HISTORICAL AND PREDICTED LOCAL DEMAND FOR
VARIOUS FARE LEVELS" BOSTON TO SAN-FRANCISCO 1950 TO 2000;
SUBSONIC TRAVEL TIME;EFARE =-1.26
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5.2.2 PredictedDemand for Propeller,SubsonicJet and SupersonicAircraft
Figure7 is a time series plot of predictedlocal demand in the Boston-
San Franciscomarket for three differenttypes of aircrafthaving different
travel times. The middle plot is the predicteddemand for subsonic jet travel
time and thereforerepresentsthe base forecastsfor futureyears. The
remainingtwo curves are the result of level of servicevalues coming about
as a result of propellerand supersonictravel times. (Propellertechnology
is that of the 1950's.)
5.2.3 Demand vs. Fare
The four curves superimposedin Figure8 representthe predicteddemand
vs. fare relationshipsfor selectedtravel times in the Boston-SanFrancisco
market in the year 1980. The fare values are expressedin 1972 dollars,with
a base fare of $156.10,and a base travel time of six hours. Startingwith
the base forecastfrom Table 3 the curves in Figure8 were constructedusing
the fare and level of serviceelasticities(-1.26and 0.429) developedin
section4.3.
5.2.4 Demand vs. Travel Time
The five curves in Figure9 representthe estimateddemand vs. travel
time relationshipsfor selected fare levels in the Boston to San Francisco
market in the year 1980. Again, a base forecastwas projectedusing the
forecastingmodel of equation (21), and the fare and level of service
elasticitiesdeterminedin Section4.3 were used to generate the curves.
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5.2.5 Demandvs. AircraftSpeed
FigureI0 containsa set of curves which relatepassengerdemand level _
in the Boston-SanFranciscomarket to aircraftspeed at various fare levels
for the year 1980. The base case is fare = F and aircraftspeed = 560 mph.
The demand vs. speed relationshipfor any given fare was determinedby
recomputingthe level of servicevariable,LOS, using the same departure
times as the base schedule but adjustingthe block speeds accordingto
alternationsin aircraftcruise speed. These computationswere performed
for decreasesin aircraftspeed of 30% and 15% and increasesof 15% and 30%.
Using these four points and the base case, each curve was fitted.
5.2.6 Demand vs. Frequency
Figure II is a demand vs. frequencycurve for Boston to San Franciscoin
the year 1980. The frequencyvariable is the number of optimallyscheduled
daily nonstopjet departures. Optimal schedulingimpliesthat the departure
times are selectedso that averagedisplacementtime is minimized. For
example, if only two flightsare scheduled,the departuretimes that will
minimize the unweightedaveragedisplacementtime are at one-thirdand two-
thirds of the way throughthe travelingday. If three flightsare to be
scheduledthen the optimaldeparturetimes are I/6, I/2, and 5/6 throughthe
travelingday. This optimalschedulingconceptcan be generalizedinto the
followingequationwhich gives the departuretime, Di, of each of n scheduled
flights as a fractionof the travelingday:
Di _ 2i - l2n i = l, 2, ..., n (26)
350
o I I I I I I I I
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FREQUENCY (NUMBER OFDAILY NON -STOP JET DEPARTURES )
FIGURE II DEMAND VS. FREQUENCY BOSTON TO SAN FRANCISCO 1980
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For example, the departure time of the fifth of seven optimally scheduled
nonstop flights is 9/14 through the traveling day.
D5 _ 2(5)- 1 _ 92(7) 14
If T is the length of the traveling day, then the average displacement
time, given an optimal schedule, can be shown to be (assuming the passenger
behavior pattern postulated in Section 2.2.1):
D_ : __T_T
4n (27)
Since the level of service variable, LOS, is defined in equation (14) as the
ratio of nonstop jet time, to, to the average of the flight and displacement
times, _erefore, for n optimally scheduled nonstop jets, the level of
service is:
t o
LOS = = n (28)
t o + T n
4n 4 t o
The standard value of the length of the travelling day used for develop-
ment of demand vso frequency relationships for long haul markets is D = 16
hours. The nonstop jet time for a flight from Boston to San Francisco is
roughly t o = 6.0 hours. Substituting these values into the above LOS
equation yields the relationship between level of service and number of
flights (assuming optimal scheduling) for the Boston to San Francisco
segment.
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LOS(BOS-SFO): n : n (29)
- n + 16 n + 0.667
Based upon the schedule generated by the assumptions of Section 5.1.3, the
level of service value, LOS, for the Boston - San Francisco market for
the year 1980 is 0.844. The base forecast from Table 4 is 320,000
passengers. Since the elasticity with respect to LOS is 0.429 (Section 4.3)
then the demand sensitivity relationship as a function of perturbations in
LOS is shown below:
QD(LOS) = 320,000 i LOS 0.429"0.8441
= 344,000 LOS0"429 (30)
For optimal schedules of n daily flights equations (29) and (30) can be
combined to form the demand vs. frequency relationship:
= n )0.429QD 344'000(n + 0.667 (31)
This function is plotted in Figure II.
5.2.7 Demandvs. Fare for Various Levels of Socio-Economic Activity
Figure 12 contains three hypothetical demand vs. fare curves for
the Boston - San Francisco market for the year 1980. The middle curve was
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from the base forecast of 320,000 passengers (Section 5.1.3) and the fare
elasticity of -1.26 (Section 4.3). The remaining two curves are the
- results of perturbations of plus and minus 20% of the socio-economic
projections provided by the Department of Commerce. The purpose of this
set of curves is to measure the effect of inaccuracy of these projections.
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6. Implications for NASAResearch
The purpose of this research was to develop a set of demandmodels
which can measure the impact upon market demand of policy decisions.
These decisions may be the introduction of new aircraft technology or the
implementation of new managerial strategies within the framework of
existing technology. This section provides examples of how the demand
models developed in this research may be applied to policy analysis.
This section is divided into two subsections. Within these sub-
sections are the analyses of impact on demand of the introduction into
long haul market of a supersonic transport aircraft and the introduction
of a fuel efficient aircraft.
6.1 The Introduction of a Supersonic Transport
Figure 3 shows that in 1975 there were two daily nonstop departures
from Boston - San Francisco. Flight number "8" is United 97, an early
morning 747, and flight number "II" is TWA33, a noontime L-IOll departure.
The resulting value of the level of service variable for this schedule is
0.809, as shown in Figure 4. In this section the equipment used for
these two flights will be "replaced" by supersonic transports and the impact
upon demand will be predicted.
Assuming a total of one half hour for taxiway occupancy and accelera-
tion to and deceleration from cruise speed, and a cruise speed of 1800
miles per hour, the block time of a supersonic transport flight from
Boston to San Francisco, approximately 2700 miles, is estimated as
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2700miIes = 2.0 hours
to : 0.5 hours+ 1800mph
Figure13 showsthe Bostonto San Franciscoflightschedulewith the
two nonstopsubsonicflightsreplacedwith supersonictransports.The
resultinglevelof servicevalueis computedin figure14 to be 1.204,
whichrepresentsan increaseof 48.8%. Sincethe elasticityof demandwith
respectto servicewas predictedin Section4.3 to be 0.429,the estimated
increasein demanddue to the introductionof supersonicserviceis 0.429x
48.8%= 20.9%. Therefore,had thisservicebeenin effect(atthe
standardcoachfare),themodelsuggeststhatthe totaltrafficvolume
in thismarketwouldhavebeen242,000passengersfor theyear 1975
as opposedto the observedvolumeof 200,000passengers.
6.2 The Introductionof A Fuel EfficientSubsonicAircraft
The next generationof subsonicaircraftwill be a medium range two
engine plane with a capacityof about 200 people. It will bridge the
gap betweenthe shorterrange and smaller capacitynarrow-bodies
(DC-9,727, 737) and the longer range and greatercapacitywide-bodies
(DC-IO,L-lOll,747). It will be substantiallycheaper to operatein
medium and medium to long haul markets (in terms of direct operatingcost
per availableseat-mile)than the existing four-enginenarrow-bodiedplanes
(DC-8,707).
If the new generationaircraftwere introduced,it is reasonableto
believethat the cost savingsof the airlineswould be passed on to the
6O
FIGURE 13
FLIGHT SCHEOt;LE BOS SFO Iq75
ADJUSTEG
FLIGFT DEPART ARRIVE FLIGHT TIME STATUS CARRIER{S)
I 7.00 II.02 7.52 ONLINE _A/AA
2 7.00 II.97 7.97 CIRECT AA
3 7.I7 13.62 9.95 CNLINE AA/AA
4 7.25 12.07 7.G2 DIRECT TW
5 7.58 II.80 7.72 ONLINE AA/AA
6 7.67 12.50 8.33 ONLINE UA/UA
7 8.50 15.42 10.42 ONLINE AAIaA
8 9.50 8.50 2.00 DIRECT UA FLAG
9 10.33 15.30 9.47 ONLINE AAIAA
10 11.17 15.28 7.62 ONLINE UA/UA
II 12.00 II.00 2.00 DIRECT TW FLAG
12 12.50 19.72 1G.22 DIRECT TW
13 13.42 18.87 8.95 ONLINE N_/NW
14 13.50 19.27 8.77 DIRECT AA
15 13.50 19.63 g.63 ONLINE AA/AA
16 13.58 18.00 7.92 ONLINE UA/LA
17 14.92 19.4"3 8.02 ONLINE AAIA_
18 15.25 19.35 7.10 DIRECT AA
19 15.50 19.97 7.g7 CNLINE TWITh
20 18.00 20.52 8.52 INTLIN TW/UA
21 16.08 20.67 B.08 ONLINE UA/UA
22 18.25 20 23 6.g8 DIRECT TW
23 i6.50 21.22 8.22 ONLINE UA/UA
24 16.50 21.48 7.9B DIRECT UA
25 17.50 22.42 8.42 ONLINE AA/AA
26 17.50 22.48 8.98 INTLIN TWIAA
27 17.50 22.53 B.53 ONLINE _AIAA
28 17.50 24.17 g.67 DIRECT TW
29 18.83 24.30 8.97 ONLINE UAIUA
30 18.83 24.90 9.07 DIRECT AA
31 21.00 25.28 7.78 ONLINE TWITW
32 21.00 27.53 10.03 ONLINE AA/AA
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FIGURE 14
CCI_PUTATION OF LEVEL OF SERVICE INCEX POS SFC 1975
FLIGHI DISPLACE- _DJUSTED CONTRIRUTICq IC
J T{J| PI(J) BOARDED MENT TIME FLIGHT TIF'E TRIP TIME TOTAL TRIP TIUE
1 4.00 0.005 n 5.50 2.00 7.50 0.035
2 4.50 0.008 8 5.00 2.00 7.00 0.055
3 5.00 0.014 8 4.50 2.00 6.50 0.091
4 5.50 0.020 8 4.C0 2.GC 6.00 0.I19
5 6.00 0.026 8 3.50 2.CC 5.50 0.143
6 6.50 0,030 8 3.C0 2.00 5.00 0.148
7 7.00 0.034 8 2.50 2.0C 4.50 0.154
8 7.50 0.037 8 2.C0 2.0C 4.00 0.150
9 8.00 0.034 8 1.50 2.00 3.50 0.119
I0 8.50 0.031 8 I.C9 2.00 3.00 0.092
II 9.00 0.028 8 0.50 2.00 2.50 0.070
12 9.50 0,026 8 O.CO 2,00 2.00 0.051
13 I0.00 0.026 8 0.50 2.00 2.50 0.064
14 IC.50 0.026 8 1.C0 2.00 3.00 0.078
15 II.00 0.025 II 1.00 2,00 3.00 0,076
16 11.50 0.024 II 0.50 2.00 2.50 0.061
17 12.00 0.026 II 0.00 2.00 2.00 0.051
18 12.50 0.027 II 0.50 2.00 2.50 0.068
19 13.00 0.031 II I.CO 2.00 3.00 0.094
20 13.50 0.035 II 1.50 2.06 3.50 0.124
21 14.00 0.037 II 2.C0 2.00 4.00 0.147
22 14.50 0.038 II 2.50 2.00 4.50 0.172
23 15.00 0.042 II 3.03 2.00 5.00 0.212
24 15.50 0.046 II 3.50 2.CC 5.50 0.252
25 16.00 0.043 II 4.G0 2.00 6.00 0.257
26 16.50 0.039 II 4.50 2.0C 6.50 0.255
27 17.00 0.036 11 5.C0 2.CC 7.00 0.251
28 17.50 0.032 II 5.50 2.00 7.50 0.241
29 18.00 0.031 II 6,C0 2.00 8.60 0.245
30 18.50 0.028 II 6.50 2.0C 8.50 C.236
31 19.00 0.025 11 7.00 2.00 9.00 0.225
32 19.50 0.022 31 1.50 7.78 9.28 0,205
33 20.00 0.020 31 I.CO 7.78 8.78 0.176
34 20.50 0.016 31 0.50 7.7e 8.28 0.136
35 21.00 0.014 31 O.CO 7.78 7.78 0.I09
36 21.50 0.011 31 0.50 7.78 8.28 0.093
37 22.00 0.007 31 I._0 7.78 8.7B 0.060
38 22.50 0.000 31 1.50 7.78 9.28 0.000
39 23.00 0.000 31 2.£0 7.78 9.78 0.000
40 23°50 0.000 31 2.50 7.78 10.28 0.000
41 24.00 0.000 31 3.00 7.7e 10.78 0.000
TBAR = 5. 115
LOS : TNJITBAR = 6.1615.12 = 1.204
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consumer in terms of lower fare levels. Level of service could also be
affected, but this is more uncertain since many factors are involved,
such as the number of planes purchased by the airlines, expected utiliza-
tion, etc.
If the new technology aircraft were introduced without a change in
the level of service, but with a decrease (in constant dollars) of
between 5% and 30% in fares in markets roughly the length of the Boston -
San Francisco market, given a price elasticity of -1.26, the model would
predict the traffic volumes shown in Table 5.
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Table5. EffectUponDemandof FuelEfficientAircraftAssuming
- A 5% - 30% Decreasein Fare
PercentageDecrease PercentageIncrease
in Fare in Demand
5 6.3
lO 12.6
15 18.9
20 25.2
25 31.5
30 37.8
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7. Conclusions
A generaleconometriclonghaulmarketdemandmodelwas defined
and calibrated. The determinantsof demandwere assumedto be the level
of service(speedand frequencyof aircraft)betweenthe markets; the
socio-economiccharacteristics(incomeand levelof serviceactivity)of
theorigin-destinationmarketregions;and the fare. The demandmodel
was conceivedas a toolwhichcouldbe used by NASAand othergovernmental
and privateorganizationsfor assessingvariouspolicyoptionsin the
air transportationindustry. Thus the primaryrequirementof themodel
was thatit shouldprovidereasonablyaccurateanswersto questionsabout
changesin the determinantsin demand;i.e.,forsensitivityanalyses.
The modelparameterswith the smalleststandarderrorsthat
shouldbe usedfor policyanalyseswereestimatedto be:
Coefficient Value StandardError
b 0 (constant) -0.0859 0.00343
b l (levelof service) 0.429 0.00197
2 (fare) -I.26 0.0333
b 3 (socioeconomiclevel) 1.73 0.0186
A secondaryrequirementof the long haul demandmodel was that
it should producereasonablyaccurateforecastsabout the level of
traffic. To this end, a differentstatisticaltechniquewas used to
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estimatethe parametersof the model which would have as its primary
requirementthe minimizationof the error on the total demand. Given this
. goal, two approachesto forecastingtrafficin city pairs were possible: one,
using the demand model calibratedusing data from 15 city-pairsand 6 years (i.e.,
Eq. 17); or, two, using the demandmodel with the parametersestimatedfrom data
of the individualcity-pairmarket (as for Table 2al). Since the intent of the fore-
castingprocedurewas to assess the validityof the model in general, i.e., how the
determinantsof demand chosen for the model reallyexplain the traffic flow,
both approacheswere used. The resultsare shown in Table 6 for three
other long haul markets and comparedwith the actual demand.
As in the Boston-SanFranciscocase, the individualmarket pair estimates
are somewhat better than those of the generalmarket demand model. The
predictiveabilityof both estimatesin the early non-jetyears is poor, for
. reasonsexplainedin Section6; the downward bias in 1978 may be due to the
reduced-fareplans offeredin these markets (particularlyNew York-Los
Angelesand Chicago-LosAngeles)and perhaps poor estimatesof the socio-
economic variables.
The underlyingderivationsof the componentsof the model are
sufficientlysophisticatedto capturethe importantcharacteristicsof the
complexpassengermarket environment• Furthermore,the models developedare
adaptive in that they can be updatedwithout too much difficultyas additional
data become available.
From the resultsshown above, it appearsthat air transportationdemand
is elasticwith respectto price and socio-economicactivityand inelastic
with respectto level of serviceas definedin this study. This information
• can provideuseful input regardingfuturetechnologicaland economicscenario
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Table 6 NYC-LAX
General Demand Individual City Pair
Year Actual Demand Parameter Estimation Parameter Estimation
1950 134,440 42,610 158,400
1955 358,340 118,310 295,470
1960 473,690 419,300 575,930
1967 926,140 735,650 922,180
1968 992,820 817,880 1,001,107
1969 1,081,300 898,750 1,075,040
1970 1,055,070 835,710 1,047,370
1971 1,034,290 841,970 1,046,110
1972 1,092,300 869,830 1,087,980
1973 1,117,480 869,680 1,118,420
1974 1,131,300 876,560 1,130,018
1975 1,169,160 918,830 1,170,080
1976 1,248,690 962,770 1,197,290
1977 1,312,770 1,977,780 1,273,570
1978 1,643,890 1,211,690 1,359,200
R2 = 0.945 R2 = 0,992
* The R2 values are 0.945 for the general market model parameter
specification (see Section 3.1); the individual city pair R2 terms are
based on data from 1967-1975 as in the Boston-San Francisco case (see
Section 5.1.2).
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1
Table 6 (continued): CHI-LAX
I
GeneralDemand IndividualCity Pair
Year Actual Demand ParameterEstimation ParameterEstimation
1950 79,740 13,470 204,080
1955 169,340 92,530 308,960
1960 274,620 272,980 431,500
1967 597,140 592,140 610,900
1968 631,540 653,440 628,890
1969 665,190 711,480 647,300
1970 653,870 609,650 639,620
1971 628,430 579,820 632,230
1972 652,610 692,230 657,220
1973 669,260 746,130 685,480
1974 702,670 710,550 694,280
1975 694,130 801,030 698,170
1976 724,990 815,620 705,740
1977 722,810 848,470 718,460
1978 1,053,460 961,970 731,200
R2 = 0.945 R2 = 0.874
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Table 6 (continued) HOU-WAS
General Demand Individual City Pair
Year Actual Demand Parameter Estimation Parameter Estimation
1950 12,710 2,340 3,920
1955 16,560 5,880 6,640
1960 18,830 7,540 12,040
1967 41,810 49,410 45,730
1968 50,110 48,990 45,380
1969 49,020 41,260 49,640
1970 56,160 48,000 56,660
1971 57,100 45,720 57,770
1972 74,820 74,690 73,240
1973 82,610 78,270 82,600
1974 96,040 77,560 90,380
1975 93,970 96,070 99,550
1976 98,570 105,020 107,620
1977 120,033 126,830 119,540
1978 141,960 146,460 130,380
R2 = .945 R2 = 0.965
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development;for example,a means to assess two types of service,one faster
and more expensiveand one slower but cheaper.
. Overall, the model appearsto satisfactorilytrack traffic demand in
the long haul markets. Given the new regulatoryenvironment,a fare
variableadjustmentin the generalmarket model appearswarrantedfor future
research. In addition,it may be possibleto improvethe specificationof
the model throughthe incorporationof a sophsticatedroute structure
variable. Finally,it is recommendedthat furtherresearchin this area
should includemarket segmentationby businessversus pleasuretravel.
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APPENDIX
FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 MAIN DATE = 79108 17/43/47 PAGE 000
C
C E. g. LIU M.I.T. FLIGHT TRANSPORTATION LABORATORYC
C_***$FORECASTING MODEL FOR PASSENGER DEMAND PREDICTED**_*_***********CC
0001 DIMENSION IRDEFT(12) ,DEFLT {12)0002 REAL*8 CP
C INPOT IMPLICIT PRICE DEFLATORS OF EACH YEAR
0003 READ (5,2) (IRDEFT {I),DEFLT (I),I=1,3)
0004 2 FO_MAT(I_,F5. I)
C INPUT CITY-PAIRS
0005 87 READ (5,88) CP
0006 88 FORMAT (A7)
C INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF DEMAND EQUATION
0007 READ I,BTL 10,BTLI I,BTL12,BTL13,ERRL
0008 I FORMAT (5(FI0.5,3X))
000g WRITE(6, I0) CP
0010 10 FORMAT (' ',38X,A7,//,23X.,'FARE',IOX,,SOCIO-ECONOMICS,,6X,,LEVEL, ,1
X 0X,'DEMAND' ,/,5X,'YEAR',6X,_'CONSTANT' ,2X,'CURRENT',3X, 'CONSTANT _,3
XX,'CURRENT',2X,'OF SERVICE ',2X, 'PREDICTED :ACTUAL',/)0011 DO 30 J=1,4
C INPUT LEVEL OF S_RVICE, CURRENT DEMAND, CURRENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC ACTIVITY,C AND CURRENT FARE
C I0_ SAMPLE OF CURRENT DEMAND
C SOCIO'_ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS OF '$
0_12 READ (5,3) IR,ALOS, QD, SEA,FARE,LSTC
0013 3 FORM AT (7X,I4,F5.3,F7 .0,F9.0,F6.2 ,Ii)
001_ IF_LSTC. EQ. 9) GO TO 70
0015 IF(LSTC.EQ.4) GO TO 87
0016 CSEA=S EA/DEFLT (J)_ 100.
0017 CFARE=FARE/q)EFLT (J)_ I00.
O018 GALOS=ALOG (ALOS)
0_Ig GC FARE=ALOG [CFARE)
0020 GCSEA= ALOG (CSEA)
00 21 GQD=ALOG {QD)
0022 40 GPQD=BTL10+BTL11*ALOG (ALOS)+BTL12*ALOG (CFARE)+BTL13,ALOG (CSEA)0023 PQD=2. 71828**GPQD
0024 WRITE(6, 50) IR,CFARE ,FARE,CSEA,SE A,ALOS, pQD,QD
0025 50 FORMAT (5X,I4,6X,F6.2,4X, F6.2,3X, Fg. 0,2X, F9.0,4X, F5.3,4X, F9.0,2X,F7
x.o,II)
0026 WR ITE [6,98) GCFAR E,GCSEA,GALOS, G PQD,GQD
0027 98 FORMAT (15X,F9.5, IX,Fg.5, IX,F9.5, IX,F9.5, IX#Fg.5,////)002_ 30 CONTINUE
0029 GO TO 87
0030 70 STOP
0031 END
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Input Data for Demand Forecasting Program
I. Input Statement of Implicit Price Deflators:
READ(5,2) (IRDEFT(1),DEFLT(1),I=I,12)
2 FORMAT(14,F5.1)
Data Deck Arrangement: (Column 1-4: Year; Column 5-9: Deflator)
11950 47.4
1955 58.5
1960 68.0
1967 78.8
1968 82.0
.1196986.1
1970 90.5
1971 95.8
I •
ll.lnput Statement of City Pair:
READ(5,88) CP
88 FORMAT(AT)
Data Deck Arrangement: (Column 1-7: The Name of City Pair)
Example: Boston-San Francisco
BOS-SFO
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III. In#ut Statement of Year, Level of Service, Actual Demand, Socio-economic
Index, Standard One-way Coach Fare, and Last Card Index:
READ(5,3) IR,ALOS,QD,SEA,FARE,LSTC
3 FORMAT(7X,14,F5.3,FT.0,F9.0,F6.2,11)
Data Deck Arrangement: (Column 8-11:•Year; Columnl2-16: Level of Service;
Column 17-23: Actual Demand; Column 24-32: Socio-economic Index_ Column
33-38: Standard One-way Coach Fare; Column 39: "4" of the last card for each
city pair card deck, "9" of the last card at the end of program.)
.I 1974
1975 0.779 20013. 14860. 190.00
" I 1976
SCURCE lISTING
STMT LEV ET
I 3 IOS_CMP: PRCCEDURE OPTIONS(dAIN) ;
S. E. ERIKSEN M.I.T. FLIG}IX IRANSPOR_gATION LABORATORY
PL/I PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE I£VEI OF SERVICE INDEX POH AIR XRANSPOI_TATIOk
SERVICE IN A REGION PAIH USING _IIE "PKEFEERED DLPAI_TURE TIHE" MODEL
REF: MAY 3, 1976 PROGRSSS REPORT TO NASA, APPENDIX A
2 I 0 DECLARE (PI (_1) ,P (60) ,T (41) ,SUMPI,DIIR, DMIN,AHR,AMIN,EPI'(I¢0),ART (10O),
BFT (100) , IT, TRIPTIME {41),CONTRIHUTIOII (41) ,TNJ,TBAR,LCS,ZCNE,
SHARE (12) ,COMP I,CC_'P2,RLCIP2,SUP, FSIIA[_E(12)7 FLOAT;
3 I 0 DECLARE (B£LlA,BIGI[41),IJ,KEY(2)) FIXED F:INARY;
4 I 0 DECLARE CITY_PAIR CHARACTER(12),(IEG1(100),L_G2 (I00)) CLtANACXER(2),
SLASH(100) CHAHACIER(1) ,SIA'IUS(100) CHARACTER (6), .€:,,
CARRIER (97 CHARACTER (2),I,'IAGCIIARACTkR(4),
(ECUIP1 (100) ,EGUIP2(1007) CHARACTER (37,
EQUIPMENT(12) CHARACTER (3);
ASSIGN CLOCK TIMES (T(J)) _O TIME POINTS (j)
5 I 0 DO 0=1 TC 41;
6 I I I (J)=3. 5+J/2;
7 1 I E_D;
INPUT ORIGINAL TIME O_ DAY £!STHIBUTION
8 I 0 G_T EDIT ((P(J) EO J= 1 20 18)) (COLUMN (1) ,18 (F(4,4))) ;
9 I 0 GET ED!T ( {P (J) DO J=19 TO 36)) (COLUMN (I), 18 (F (_,4))) ;
10 I 0 G_T EDIT ((P (J) EO J=37 TO 41)) (COLUMN (I), 5 (F(4,4) 7) ;
11 I 0 DO 0=42 TO 60;
12 I I J_48=J-48 ;
13 I I IF J<49 THEN P(J)=0.0;
14 I 1 ELSE F(J):F(JM48);
15 1 1 E_£;
j i • _ ! •
INPUT COVER CARD
16 I 0 R_START:
G_ EDIT (TO,TNJ,ZONE,CITY_PAIR) (CO1(7),2(F(5,2)),F(3},X(1),A (12));
DELTA IS Till:EXTENT (HAIF HOURS) BY WHICII TH]_ TIME AXIS IS SHIFTED
17 I 0 IF TO=0. C TEI_N TO=TNJ;
18 I 0 DELTA=ROUND(2.3* (TNJ+ZONE)-2.0,0) ;
19 I 0 SUMPI=0.0 ;
SHIFT AXES AND MUITIPLY P (J)'S
20 I 0 DC J=l TO 41;
21 I I JA=J+DEITA ;
22 I I I_ JA<I qHEN PI(J)=0.0;
23 1 I ELSE PIIJ)=SQRT {p(j)=p(JA)) ;
24 1 1 SUMPI=SU_PI+PI IJ) ;
25 I I END; -_
/, o_
NORMALIZE TO SUM TO ONE
2_ I C £0 J=1 TC 41 ;
27 I I _I (J)= _i (J)/SUMPI;
28 I I E_D;
INPUT FLIGHT DATA ANE CCMP[ITE BICCK FLIGHT TI,_IES
'/
29 1 0 NC=C;
30 I 0 DC N=I TC 9;
31 I 1 SHA RE (N)= C. C;
32 I I END;
33 I 0 I=I ;
34 I 0 FLIGHT INFO:
GET EDIT (DHR)[COL(I},F(2)) ;
35 I 0 IF EH_<2 THEN GO TO PRINCIPLE;
36 I 0 GET EDIT (DMIN_AHH,A:IIN,LEGI(1),SLASH(I))
(F(2),F(q),F(2),X(2),A(2),A (I));
37 I 0 DPT (1)--DIIR+DMIN/66.0 ;
38 I 0 A_ (I)=AllR+A_IIN/60.0 ;
39 I 0 B_T (I)=ART (I)-DPT (I)-ZONE;
40 I 0 I_ SLASH_I)-,='/,TIIEN
EO;
4 ] I I STATUS (I)='DI_ECT ';
42 I I LEG2(I)=' ,.|
43 I I GET EDIT (EQUIPI{I))(a(3));
44 I I _NE;
45 1 0 E_SE DO ;
46 I I GET EDIT (IEG2{I),E_UI_I(I),EQUIP2(I)) (A_2),X (1),A(3),X (]),A (3));47 I 1 IF LEGI(1)=£EG2(I) TH£N
STATUS(1)='CNLINE.;
48 I I ELSE £O;
49 I 2 STATUS (1)='INTLI N.;
50 I 2 B-_T(I)=BF_(I)+0.5;
51 I 2 END ;
52 1 I BFT (I)=B_T(I)+0.5;
53 I I END;
54 I 0 i=l+ I; -_
o_
55 1 0 GC _O FLIGHT_INFO;
56 I 0 PRINCIPLe:
M=I-I.
57 I 0 _U_ PAGE ;
58 I 0 PUT SKIPI2)EDIT ('FLIGHT SCHEDULE' CITY PAIR)(COLU_.INC11),A,XI3),AI12)) ;
5$ I 0 PUI SKIP(4) E[II ('AEJUST_D') (COLUMN (28),A);
60 I 0 PUT EDIT ('FLIGHT DEPART ARRIVE _LIGHT TIME STATUS CARH.IER IS)')(COL UMN (2) ,A) ;
6 1 I 0 PUT SKIP (2) ;
62 I 0 CO I=I TC _;
63 I I FLAG='FLAG';
64 I I IF BFT(I)>0.80_TNJ THEN IF 8FT(I)<5.0'_TNJTHEN FLAG=' ''t
65 I I PUT HDIT(I,EPT(I),ART (1),BFT (I),STATUS(I),LEGI(I),SLASH(I),LEG2(I),FLAG)
(COLUMN (4) ,F(2) ,F (9,2),F (8,2),F (II, 2),X (5),A (6),X (5) ,A(2),A(1),
A (2),X (4),A (4)) ;
66 1 1 £NE;
D _ • "b
COM_UTATICN OF AVERAGE TOqAL IRIP TIME
67 I 0 TBAR=0.0;
68 I 0 ASSIGNMENT: DO J=l TO 41;
69 I 1 IRIPTIME [J)=I00.0;
70 I 1 DC I=I _O £'I;
7 1 1 2 TT=ABS (DPT(I)-T(J))+BFT(I);
72 I 2 I_ TT>=TSI_TIME(J)
TIIENGO TO NEXT_FLIGHT;
73 1 2 BIGI (J)=I;
74 I 2 _RIPTIM_ (J)=_T;
75 I 2 NE_T_FLIGIIT: END ;
76 I I CCNTRIBUTION(J)=PI (J)'_T_IPTIME(J);
77 1 I T_AR=TBAR+CONTRIBUTION (J);
78 I 1 _E;
79 I 0 LOS=TO/T EAR;
OUT[:U_
80 I 0 PUT PAGE;
81 I 0 PUI SKIP EDIT ('COMPUTATION O_ LEVEL OF SERVICE TNDEX',CIIY PAIR) "_
(COLU_.N(I5),n,X (4),A(12)):
82 I 0 _U'ISKIP(4) EEI[('FLIGHT DISPLACe- ADJUSTED' ,'CONIRISU_ION TO')
(COLU_.N(18),A,CCLUMN (61),A) ;
83 I 0 PUT £DIT('J T(J) PI(J) BOARDED MENT T!ME FLIGHT TIME _RiP TIME',
'TOTAL TRIP TIME') (COLUMN(3),A,COLUMN (61),A);
_]4 I 0 _U_I SKIP (2);
85 I 0 DO J=1 TO ql
86 I I IJ=BIG! [J) ;
87 I I DT=ABS(DPT [_IJ)-T (J)) ;
88 I I PUT EDIT(J,T(J),P!(J),IJ, DT, BFT(IJ) ,!IRIPTIME_J),CONTRIUUTIONIJ))
(COLUMN (2) ,F (2) ,F (6,2),F (6,3) ,F (7),CCLUHN(29) ,F (4,2) ,COLUMN (39) ,
F (5,2) ,COLUMN (51),F (5,2) ,COLUMN (64),F (6,3)) ;
89 1 I END
90 I 0 PU[ SKIP (2)EDIT('TBAR = ',TBAR)[COLU_'IN(57),A,F (6,3)) ;
91 1 0 PU_ SKIP (3)EDIT ('LOS = TNJ/TBA[_ = ','_NJ,'/',THA_, ' = ',LOS)
(COLUHN (23),A,F (q,2),A,F (4,2) ,A,F (5_3)) ;
92 1 0 IF DHR>-I TH_N GO TO RESTAST;
93 I C _INISH : _ND LOS_CI4P ;
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Input Data for Level of Service Program
I. Input Original Time of Day Distribution
The following distribution data are input from column I to 72; continued
on the next data card. (18 number per card)
0012 0023 0051 0078 0155 0233 0334 0435 0381 0326 0303
0280 0264 0249 0225 0202 0218 0233 0245,0256 0264 0272
0350 0427 0447 0466 0447 0427 0357 0287 0249 0210 0229
0233 0218 0202 0152 0101 0078 0054 0027
II. Input Cover Card and Schedules of Service for Each City Pair:
a. Cover Card for Each City Pair:
Column 13-16: Block Time, Column 18-19: Zone, Column 21-23:Departure
Airport, Column 25-27: Arrival Airport, Column 29-32: Year
6.16 BOS SFO 1975
_3
b. Schedule Data:
1. Nonstop Flights:
Column 1-4: Departure Time (0700) Column 7-10: Arrival Time (1158)
Column 13-14: Carrier (AA) Column 16-18: Type of Aircraft (727)
Column 20: No. of Intermediate Stop (2)
0600
0700 1158 _ 727 2
0715
79
2. ConnectionFlightS:
Columni-4:DepartureTime (0700) Column7.10:Arrival'Time(ii01)
Column13-17:Carriers(AA/UA)
Column19-25:Type of Aircraft(727/707)
Column27-29:No. of IntermediateStop (0/0)
io,00
0715
8O
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